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Media culture in our society has a strong position. It is one of the best medium to spread message
to the people of our country. Since Independence media has done an awesome job. It helps to
upgrade our thinking. It also continues to be one of the rising industries in India. Hindi being our
national language acquires a healthy position in every field. India is a country of many languages
and Hindi-speaking is dominant in various regions. Both in print media and in electronic media Hindi
achieves a remarkable and unique position. There are many Hindi news channels and newspapers
available to make aware about the issues of the society. Now, it is on the people to choose best
option for them. Entertainment news in Hindi newspaper or Hindi news channels are in high
demand. People also love Hindi jokes both in print and electronic media for relaxation.

Online edition of Hindi news is very much effective for NRIs. They can update themselves with the
happenings of India in a short time. People who do not have time to sit back and relax with a
newspaper or to watch TV can definitely log in to various news sites and update themselves.
Entertainment news on Hindi is also available online. Hindi jokes both in print media and in
electronic media are famous. It also helps the readers or viewers to upload their valuable comments
and suggestions in an effective manner.

More and more people are inclined to new western trend and culture so the local languages of many
regions are losing their essence and it has become very common among the young generations of
our country. On the other side, Hindi is still holding a strong position in business dealings. Both in
urban and rural areas Hindi news on Hindi news channels and Hindi newspapers are gaining
popularity.  Nowadays, within a very short span of time, one can look into the day-to-day news and
make themselves conscious of the incidents.

There is much of Hindi news on different Hindi newspaper and Hindi news channels. Hindi is
languages that like a bond between all the people of our country. Today the advertisement and
modern approach leads the channels and dailies increase to a wider level. The section of
entertainment news and Hindi jokes gives the people a kind of satisfaction according to your need.
Their positive outlook and approach helps to win the heart of the people
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